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Electric vehicles

FUEL
Fire suppression with high-pressure water mist for vehicles

TRIPLE ACTION3

with high-pressure water mist

Electric vehicles
and Fogmaker
The evolution of electromobility is moving faster and faster. An electric powertrain offers
the removal of liquid fuels and the hot surfaces associated with internal combustion
engines. Nevertheless, other fire initiators remain – heaters, A/C-compressors, hydraulic
fluids, 12/24 volt systems, flammable materials such as insulation and interior textiles
etc. – and the early stage of standardisation permit the variety of installation designs to
add further unknown risks. Hence, equipping electrified vehicles with a high performance
Fire Suppression System (FSS) such as Fogmaker’s FSS contributes greatly to the fire
safety of your vehicle.
Fogmaker’s focus
Fogmaker focuses on fire initiators external to the
battery in order to prevent a fire from spreading to a
battery, as well as delaying the spread of fire from a
battery to adjacent materials.
The risk of fire starting from inside an automotive
battery is very low. Several safe guard systems are
set in place inside the battery to prevent malfunction
turning into critical failure. Critical failure is more likely
to be caused by external damage. Above all, fires have
the most important ingredients to seriously damage a
battery, ie. strong heat.
Several renowned researchers and institutes have
stated that a battery fire requires large amounts of
water (i.e. cooling) in order to overcome the heat
generated from a burning Li-ion battery. In the event of
an automotive battery catching fire layers of

protective structures will prevent cooling water from
reaching the seat of the fire - the battery cells.
Consequently, it is of great importance that a
fire in an electric vehicle is extinguished quickly and
is prevented from spreading to the vehicle’s high
voltage battery. Furthermore, a high performance
fire suppression system such as Fogmaker FSS will
delay the spread of fire and thus offer extended time
for evacuation.

Can I use
Fogmaker in my
electric vehicle?

Yes, Fogmaker protects
the vehicle by offering
fire suppression to fire
initiators external to
the battery.

H
What if the IP-protection is damaged?

Electronics with IP66
classification is
appropriately protected
from unintended
penetration by
water mist.

An illustration of an electric bus with examples of combustible areas to protect
with Fogmaker.
1.
2.

2

There is a Fogmaker Mini Fire Suppression system in the
preheater compartment.
A 6.5-liter Fogmaker system stretches toward the rear to the Pneumatic
compressor and battery pack. Then up to the Inverter, A/C compressor and
to the Electrical power steering in the front of the bus.

Note! This is primarily for illustrative purposes and system variations may occur.
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Can I use Fogmaker’s high pressure water mist
system in my electric vehicle?
Yes, you can. Water and water mist are one of the best agents for fire
suppression and cooling a hot compartment or components. Based on a
steadily increasing number of test reports and research publication, water
mist with additives is considered the most promising extinguishing and
cooling method for Li-ion batteries.

How about the combination water and electricity?
As a result of its micro sized droplets and the large percentage of insulating
air in between them, water mist is not conductive. Fluid water can conduct
current more or less well depending on its concentration of ions. Vehicle
manufacturers anticipate this for any structural components susceptible
corrosion and electronics in risk of damage by fault currents. It is not
uncommon that electronics in electric vehicles have an IP classification of
IP69K which is well above IP66 which is the lowest level of water protection
that Fogmaker FSS has been tested on.

What if the IP protection is damaged?
It is always important to replace any damaged components. Inadequate
maintenance and service routines is a common root cause of fires in
commercial vehicles.

Does R107 apply for electric buses?
UN ECE Regulation 107 is only applicable for fire suppression systems for
combustion engines and for fuel operated heaters. There are currently no
specific fire suppression requirements for fully electric vehicles. However,
the issue of hard-to-extinguish batteries highlights that early and quick
suppression of a potential vehicle fire is of vital importance before it spreads
to the battery. Global standardisation groups acknowledge this and work to
upgrade vehicle fire protection standards continues.

•
•

Many reports and research
articles describe water mist
as the premier choice of fire
suppression and cooling
for vehicles, Li-ion batteries
and hot surfaces
Water mist cannot conduct
electricity in the range of
voltage found in automotive
applications. This is assured by
the mikro-sized droplets och
water mist and insulating air
in between those droplets

•
•

•

Fogmakers water mist will
not penetrate IP classification
IP66 or higher.
Monitoring of the system as
active, fault and fire alarm.

Reusability – After the system
has been deployed it will be
refilled and reused.
Fogmaker has a longer
deployment time which
decreases the risk of
reignition and buys more
time for evacuation.

HEAT - Cooling

Cooling is by far the most important factor when breaking the fire’s chain reaction and water is a superior
medium for this purpose. During the evaporation process, the water mist cools the fuel gases and the hot
parts in the engine compartment.
When the liquid runs through the spray nozzles, a normal-sized droplet which is 1 mm in diameter is split into
as many as 8,000 micro-droplets. The droplets evaporate easily, taking up the energy from the fire and
cooling the fumes in the engine compartment

OXYGEN - Oxygen displacement

During evaporation, up to 1,700 litres of water vapour is generated from one litre of water. This means that
from a single 7.5 litre Fogmaker cylinder, up to 12 m³ of water vapour is generated, providing an effective
displacement of oxygen atoms in the air, supporting a “knockdown effect” on the fire.

FUEL - Smothering

After an activation of the
system, cleaning is needed.
Simply rinse well with
pure water.

The small amount of foam surfactant creates a smothering effect on the fire thus preventing oxygen from
coming into contact with hot surfaces or fuel. The fire is also prevented from reigniting.

•

Low Life Cycle Cost – annual
inspection, 5-year service.

”From 870 °C to 136 °C in 10 seconds!”

•

Triple Action³ – attacks all
three sides of the fire triangle.

•

•
•

Simplicity – no power supply
needed for activation, and the
cylinder works regardless of
its orientation.
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Fogmaker’s high performance
water mist system is ideal
to protect common fire
initiators. E.g. it offers
thermal shielding and cooling
to the exterior of a battery in
an electric vehicle.
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There are several fire
initiators in an electric vehicle.

Fogmaker’s fire suppression system uses the purest form of extinguishing agent – water.
The combination of high-pressure water mist and a small amount of foam additive simultaneously
attacks all three components of the chain reaction that cause a fire – heat, oxygen and fuel.
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Why Fogmaker?

A Triple Action³ Fire Suppression System

FUEL

That is how Fogmaker’s Triple Action³ suppresses a fire.

Global network of
Certified partners.
+ 870 °C
0 sec

5 sec

+ 136 °C
10 sec

Unique cooling effect, temperature reduction of 734 °C in 10 seconds!
Fire suppression test in a simulated engine compartment with a volume of 2,5 m3. The fire source consists of four
20 x 40 cm trays filled with diesel. Diesel spray is also applied at a rate of 2 litres per minute at a pressure of 5 bar,
which showers the engine. The heat effect reaches approximately 1,600kW. The pictures are taken at 2-second
intervals. During the whole interval, 10 seconds, approximately 5 dl of extinguishant is used.

All three components of the fire triangle
are attacked using Fogmaker’s fire
suppression system
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Triple
application

Evaporation

Water vapour

Foam

Triple
effect

Cooling

Displacement
of oxygen

Smothering

Triple
protection

Thermal
barrier

Vapour
containment

Reduced
reignition

Fogmaker saves lives
There are several fire initiators in an
electric vehicle such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOGMAKER
INTERNATIONAL AB

Diesel heater
Air compressor
AC compressor
Power steering
Electrical Vehicles Hydraulics
Power electronics
12/24 volt systems
Power connectors

Fogmaker fire suppression system is an option for
you as a customer. You can protect your battery
from fire by protecting the inncendiaries above.
Fogmaker also gives the operator or passengers
more time for evacuation.

Sandvägen 4
Box 8005
SE-350 08 Växjö
SWEDEN
+46 470-77 22 00
info@fogmaker.com
fogmaker.com
The Mini Fire Suppression
System is also an option for
smaller closed compartments,
in electric vehicles, where
there are incendiaries.

Fogmaker Mini Fire Suppression
System (MFSS)

Maintenance is key
A yearly control and a 5 year
service is important to have
a reliable and functional
Fogmaker system.

Fogmaker’s MFSS has an excellent suppressing effect
in small, enclosed areas up to a volume of maximum 0.8
cubic meter. This product fills the need when it comes
to protecting smaller enclosed areas, as the heater
compartment, placed with a distance from the engine
area. The Fogmaker MFSS system is position
independent which makes this product versatile.
Emptying time is approximately 50 seconds. There
cannot be any airflows in close connection to the
system due to deteriorating suppression performance.
The area must also be reachable for the installation
and service.
Welcome to contact us for more information.

CERTIFIERAD

P-mark for Fire
Suppression System
and detection
Certified by RISE, Research
Institutes of Sweden AB

E5

UNECE 107 R - 06001

Economic
107United
R -Nation
06001
Commission for Europe

IATF 16949

International Automotive
Task Force

UL-1384 (UL listed)

Underwriter´s Laboratories

FM 5970 pending
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